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HI’21 I\JTENS I’rY SOUKCG OF POLARZZEII E’LUITOI~S 

P.W. Schmor 
TRIUMF, Vaucouverj, B.C., Car~d.r 

Summary 

The capabilities and future possibilities of in- 
tense polarized proton sources are summarized. The 
best Lamb-shift sources have achieved -4 PA of 8-. 
Atomic sources have achieved 6 “A ft- dc (30 “A pulsed) 
and 125 PA I? dc (200 pA pulsed). Planned developments 
are described which should increase the atomic source 
output current to the multi- milliampere range for both 
t?+ and fr. Opt ical pumping techniques have succeeded 
in producing 25 PA of d- and 200 pA of w. Polarized 
ion sources using optical pumping which may eventually 
lead to amperes of 8- have been proposed. 

Introduction 

It has been four years since the last report on 
the status of intense polarized proton sources to a PAC 
meeting’ and almost thirty years since the Eirst opera- 
tional polarized ion source. Developments during the 
past four years have led to substantial improvements in 
both bean intensity and quality. The motivation for 
developing hidher i.ntensLty polarized ion sources is 
varied. Both high and medium energy physFcists are 
requesting increasing amounts of polarized beam time, 
frequently at the expense of high intensity users. 
!Iowever, the users of intense unpolarized prLmary or 
secondary beams need not be excluded if the polarized 
current equalled the unpolarized current. The success 
at avoiding depolarization with resonance crossLng 
techniques in strong-focusing machines* and the propo- 
sal to use ‘Siberian snakes’ 3 in large accelerators 
have relnoved the major technical obstacle in accelerat- 
ing polarized ions. Negatively charged ions are pre- 
ferred in many machines together with multi-turn injec- 
tion and stripping to reach the full space-charge- 
Limited capabLlity of the accelerator. At least two 
types of existing polarized sources as well as several 
new proposals for polarized proton sources have the 
potential of providing adequate current. For fusion 
reactor applications4 it is the new techniques that 
will have to be pursued in order to obtaLn the required 
multi-ampere currents of b-. 

In existing sources the procedure for achieving a 
polarized beam can be summarized in four basic steps. 
Initially s high quality atomic beam is formed. Next 
the electron spfn of the atoms is aligned in a pre- 
ferred direction. Then, making “se of the hyperfine 
interaction, the nuclear spin of the atoms Ls alFgned 
by transEerring the electron polarization to the nut- 
Leus. Finally the nuclear-polarized atoms are ionized. 
In principle, any nucleus with a nonzero spin can be 
polarized with similar techniques. 

In this paper discussion is restricted to schemes 
suitable for producing intense beams of poLarized 
hydrogen ious (d+ and I?), although note is made when 
the source is readily adapted to other particles such 
as deuterons or tritons. The sources to be reviewed 
here include: Lamb-shift, atomic, ultra-cold atomic and 
optically punped. 

Lamb-shift Sources 

The physics and technological details oE Lamb- 
shift ty e 
reviewed. E 

polarized sources have been thoroughly 
A block diagram outlining the important 

processes is given in Fig. 1. Protons from an ion 
source are transported at -550 eV through a cesiurn 
vapour (Ix2 = 3~10~~ atoms/cm2) to produce a metastable 

atomic hydrogen [il(ZS)] bean. Nucl,ear polarization is 
achieved through tile “se of appropriate [magnetic and 
electric fields whfch cause mixing betweeo the meta- 
stable 2S1,2 states (having the unwanted spin orienta- 
tion) and the short-Lived 2P1,2 states. A selective 
ionizer is used to preErrentially ionize the remaining 
metastables, now polarized. The H- (=H+) current from 
the best sources has increased to -2 pA6 per hy:,erfine 
state, albeLt dth slightly less polarization. The 
primary limitation appears sow to be the brightness of 
the initial proton ion source. The Lamb- shift source 
tec!lnoLogy Ls believed to be mature and substJntia1 
increases in current are 110 t expected in the near 
future. The source will, however, continue to be used 
on accelerators fur some ttme because oE: 1) the good 
cmtttance (-0.015 77 cm-mrad normalized); 2) the ability 
to polarize T, D or H; 3) the ease of choosing either 
pure vector or pure tensor states; and 4) the suitabil- 
ity (the -1 m Long 550 eV drift length) Eor producing 
pui;ed bea,o bunches. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagrn:n oE a Lamb-shift polarized ion 
source. 

Atomic Beam Sources -- __-- 

Atomic beam sources have also been thoroughly re- 
viewed tn the literature. 7,B A block diagraln outlin- 
ing the important processes in a source is given in 
Fig. 2. A dissoci,ator, nozzle and skimmer are used to 
Eorn a slow collimnated beam of atomic hydrogen (or 
deuterium). Spin selection is Rcconplished with Stern- 
Gerlach style separation nagnets .~nd ri-induced triosi- 
tLons from one hypcrfine state to another state of 
opposite elactron spin. An electron ionizer is used to 
produce A+, followed by so alkali vapour target if I? 
is desired. AlternatCveLy 8- is also produced directly 
with the charge exchange reaction A0 + CSO + A- t Csf. 
The fi- current from the best sources is -6 IJA dc and 
-30 pA pulsed. The fit currents are -12.5 pA dc and 
200 PA pulsed. 

Fig. 2. Block di.rgram of an Jtxic beam polarized ion 
source indicating the various ioni.zation techniques. 
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The .Itolnic beam source has ttie potential for sub- 
stint ially hisher currents. In the atomic beam forsa- 
tion region it is important to efficiently cool (<2O K) 
the st,xl5 si lice the beam density is proportional to 
T-1/2* This anticipated gain in density when cooling 
tile atomic br,i:n from roan telnperature to 20 i< nay not 
ie S~CII unless the surEace of the cooled accommodator 
is c”at?d with a material having a recombination coef- 
ficient comparable to that for existing sources at 
hisher trlnperdtures. US", in order to caalize the 
larger currents it is essential to redesign the separa- 
tion mqnets to match the slower velocity atomic beam. 
The magners can be shortened and their vertical sper- 
ture enlArged, thereby increasing the acceptance. The 
atomic beam density after the separation magnets is 
expected to be proportional to Te3”. It is estimated 
for an ideally designed atomic beam formation region 
that tiw current could be increased by a factor of 20 
11” 30 over existing sources. Experiments at ETHZq have 
demonstcated a 2.5 beam density increase after the 
accomnodator wi:h a liquid X2 coated surface at 15 K 
(comp,~red to room temperature densities). A further 
factor of 6 i;xcrrase was observed after a redesigned 
set of separatton [magnets which were optimized for the 
cooled be~rn. Yence it is expected that the ETHZ ionic 
beam should increase by a factor of 15; i.e., the dc 
3- cllrren: ;hould increase Erom -6 to -90 ~1 and tile dc 
A+ Cllrrent fro11 4.1 to -1.5 nL4. .J. Alessi at RNL has 
built and is testing an accommodator designed to cool 
the .ltuvic hydrogen benm to 7 K.l” ‘This system will 
use permanent magnets Ear focussing the atoms. 

Further increases in output current can be expec- 
ted by improving the ionizer. For p ions, a modern 
electron ‘, ~npa;; ;zay;2er is capable of ionizing only 
3-52 of the Much more efEicient ionfzers 
exist. 4n electron-cyclotron-resonance (EC&) source, 
Eoc instance, would be expected to give an efficiency 
OF -35% for hydrogen atoms. In the ETHZ source, where 
double charge exchange is used to produce fi-, it iS 

estimated that a Eurther increase of a factor of 5 can 
be obtained with alkaline earth vapours. Thus dc cur- 
rents of 3 mA for f;- and 11) mA for t? seem obtainable 
in the Euture. At Brookhaven a pulsed fi- beam is ob- 
cained directly through the charge exchange reaction 

it” + cz + rt- + c; 

with a design similar to that developed by Haeberli at 
Wisconsin. Optimization of the 40 keV neutral cesiu-1 
beam by the BNL group has resulted in 400 ;~sec Long fi- 
beam pulses of 30 VA with -75X polarization. A sub- 
stantial inprovement in current is expected with the 
use oE a D- ring-type magnetron, shown in Fig. 3.11 
This ionizer takes advantage oE the much larger cross 
sections In the reaction 

2” + D- + it- + Do. 

The ring maynetron design should avoid the space charge 
problex with the D - bea,n that led to failure in earli- 
er attempts. 1 The Imagnetron has been successfully 
tested as an atomic beam ionizer. Unpolarized H- cur- 
rents of -LOO u.4 have been observed. When installed on 
the 7 :< atomic beam source, pulsed 8- intensities sub- 
stantially higher than 1 xA are anticipated. 

Although the be;a,n emittance Eroro an atomic source 
de?exds on the isnization technique and the inode of 
hyperf ine state select ion, for maximum current “pera- 
tion the normalized emittance is about 0.05 1~ cm-&erad. 
These sources work equally well with either hydrogen or 
deutrriul,l and turn-key systems designed for LO UA of ti- 
(or LOO UA of !?) can be purchased. A great deal of 
developlent effort is required to reach the multi- 
milliampere current range, but there appears to be no 

major ttzchnological reason for not succeeding. 

Tig. 3. Diaerdm of a ring lndgnetron ionizer ds pro- 

posed by J. Alessi of BNL. 

Ultra Cold Atomic Sources 

A promising application from low teluperature phys- 
ics research is the proposal of Kleppner’2 for an ultra 
cold atomic source. The source has many design varia- 
tions depending on the required beam properties. A 
scheme suited for pulsed currents, show” in Fig. 4, has 
been tested by Niinikoski and his group at CEKN. Hyd- 
rogen atoms are cooled in stages down to -0.3 K and 
then trapped In a confinement cell within an axial 
magnetic field. 11 fact, only atoms with their elec- 
tron spin (two hyperfine states for hydrogen) in one of 
the two possible orientations are stored in the magnet- 
ic well; the other atolas are directed away from the 
solenoid by the rmagnetic Eield. The trapped atoms can 
be extracted by using ‘J--waves to induce transitions to 
either one oE the other two hyprrfine states. Ioniza- 
tion techniques would be similar to those used i;l con- 
ventional atomic beam so’urces. 

The p-wave extraction technique is particularly 
useful for applications requiring intense pulsed beams, 
since it is possible to accumulate atoms in the sole- 
noid between pulses. Laboratory experiments have dem- 
onstrated storage densities -3.1017 atoms/cm3 with an 
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Fig. 4. An ultra cold atomic beam source using majnet- 
ic field storage and u-wave extraction. 
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input ELux -1’116 atoms!sec. For Low-duty cycle accei- 
erdtocs, suc:1 dd the .AGS, it should be possible to 
reach peu’k intensities of -?.LO1g atoms/set. An inter- 
escing fratllre of the scheme is that the extracted 
atoms would be both accelerated and Eocussed by the 
Eringe field oE the soLerloi,d inm a slow, nearly mono- 
rners’etic atomic be;l;n. This should Lead io a much 
higher ioniz:ition eEficisncy than that achieved in 
existing atomic sources. However, Ear acceler,ators 
requiring dc or high duty cycle beams, there is no 
advanttge oE the ultra cold atomic beam source “ver 
conventionally cooled atomic sources, given present 
technology. 

Optically Pumped Polarized_Proton Sources - 

Six years ago Anderson pruposed a technique based 
on optical pumping of sodium atoms with dye lasers to 
obtain intense polarized protoo currents.13 Four years 
later Xori of ‘i&K described the characteristics of a 
working source based on the ,\nderson proposal. ‘+ The 
source design is shown schem,~ticaLLy in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram OE an optically pumped polarized 
ion source based on tile proposal by Anderson, 

The techtlique, as proposed by Anderson, involves 
polarizing the electron spin of sudium atoms in an 
optically dense sodiura vspour (n!Z 2 1013 ato!os/crs*) by 
optical pumping wit11 a dye Laser tuned to the sodiluo Dl 
ab?orptiJn wavelength. Protons, at an energy of ap- 
proxi.nateLj 5 keV, pick up with relatively Large prob- 
ability a polarized electron frown the sodium to form an 
el.eciron-spin polarized atomic hydrogen beam. The 
polarization transfer efficiency from the sodium ato~ns 
to the atomic beam increases wi:h the strength of an 
applied axiaL Imagnetic Eield, the loss mechanism being 
radiative depolarization occurring when hydrogen atoms 
created in an excited state cascade to the gr”und 
state. The magnetic field along the source axis in the 
region following the sodium vspour is reversed in 
direction to form a Sona-type zero crossing.15 This 
diahatic field reversal technique transforms the 
electron-spin aligned atomic beam Cnto a proton-spin 
aligned atomic beam. Charge exchange in a second 
(unpoLariz.ed) alkali vap”ur within the reversed mag- 
netic EieLd yields a proton polarized H- beam. The 
estimated current, neglecting .xperture restrictions, is 
.lb”ut r, UA “E H- for each mA of protons (with a polar- 
ized sodium vapour taryet thickness of LO13 atoms/cm’). 
The proton polarization is determined by how eEfective- 
Ly the sodium can be polarized, the polarization trans- 
Err eEficirncy, and the quality of the Sona zero cr’oss- 
i.Ag. The total current depends on the initial proton 
is,n source brightness, the beam diameter and the maxi- 
mull sodium tacdet thickness chat can be reasonably 
polarized. 

The KZK optically pumped polarized ion source uses 
a L6.5 CHz electron-cyclotron-resonance pro ton ion 
source (ECRIS) operating with 1 ims 1”ng pulses at a 
20 Hz repetition rate. The peak magnetic field within 
the sodium vapour is 9 kG although tests are currently 
underway at -18 kG. Initial measurements of the cur- 
rent and beam polarization at 355 keV are shown in 
FiS. h. The beam cUrrent was increased by increasing 
the sodium target density without increasing the pump- 
ing Laser output power by a corresponding alnount, thus 
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Fig. 6. Initial polarization measurements Erom the KEK 
optically pumped polarized ion source. 

reducing the target polarization. A high backcrround u 
gas pressure is also suspected of Leading to a substan- 
tial unpolarized background. Nevertheless, the results 
from this pioneering work are inpressive and the system 
has a large potential for improvement both in current 
and polarization. 

An optically pumped polarized ion source has been 
huiLt at TKIUMF in order to test the feasibility of 
producing intense polarized dc H- beam. This source 
incorporates several innovations which should improve 
both the eEficiency of the optical pumging and the 
polarization transfer to the prston beam. Protons are 
produced in a dc mode with an CCRIS operating cw at 
7.8 GHz And at powers up to 1 kW. The extraction elec-. 
trodes and sodi,Jn vapour target are located in a 12 kG 
uniforlu axial magnetic ELeld. Provision has been made 
for two counter-propagating beams to polarize the sodi- 
um as well as for a third low intensity probe beam to 
moni tar the polarization. A second alkaLi target, 
located in a 2 kG field to define the spin direction, 
produces it-. Potassium is being used here, initially, 
rather than sodium because Lt does not interact with 
the pumping beam and has the added advantage of requir- 
ing lower temperatures to achiave adequate vapour den- 
sities. Fig. 7 shows the source Layout together with 
the neutron scattering chamber designed to per:uLt mea- 
surements “f the polarization transfer from the sodium 
to deuterons. 

Parker in hi; review paper’ correctly pointed out 
that the development areas Eor this source were: 1) 
production of an adequately thick polarized sodiun 
target, 2) optimization oE the bea.n polarization and 3) 
proper coupling of adequate proton current into the 
sodium target. Developments at TKLUMF have shown that 
areas L) and 3) can be successfulLy achieved and drvel- 
opwent work iq now underway on area 2). 

The sodium polarization was measured using the 
experisental apparatus shown in Fig. 8. A broadband 
dye laser was used for the pump beam. A ring dye laser 
set midway between the sodium D lines measured both the 
polarization and t!tickness by an optical rotation 
[method. l6 The results are summarized in Fig. 9, where 
the sodium polarization is shown as a Ellnctior! oE tar- 
get thickneTs under various conditions. The optical. 
pumping efficiency is increased by reducing the band- 
width oE the pumping Laser from a nominal 30 GHz to 
about 6 GHz by means oE an intra-cavity etalon since 
the Doppler broadened Dl line is only about 4.5 GHz 
wide. The primary polarization loss :nechanism occurs 
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as the result of the collision of sodiu;n atoms with the 
cell wall. A Viton wall liner decreases the loss by 
increasing the time between depolarizing wall colli- 
sious by a factor of 15. Further illcreases in pumping 
efficiency werd observed with bi-directional pumping 
with the same laser. It is noteworthy that even at the 
higher densities, there appears to be no evidence IKE 
signiEicant radiation trapping. With a second pump 
laser it should be possible to reach 90% sodium polari- 
zation at a thickness oE 5.1013 atoms/cmz. Thus opti- 
cal pumping of sodium cau produce a high sodium polsri- 
zation, even with modest laser power. 

The extraction electrodes have not yet been optim- 
ized for maxinun neutral beam. 
show that 300 &cm2 

Preliminary results 
of positive current cau be ex- 

tracted through a 2 iam diameter extraction hole in a dc 
node. With a quartz liner in the BCRIS multi-mode 
cavity it is possible to obtain proton fractious 
[H+i(H++t12+ t a,+)] greater than 75%. If this current 
density can be maintained with a 5 mm diameter extrac- 
tion hoLe and sodiun celL diameter together with a 
sodium thickness of 5.1013 atoms/cm*, then a neutral 
beam density of 210 equivalent particle milliamperes is 
expected. Lnitial :neasure:nents at TRIU?iF have to date 
observed only -10% of the expected neutrals, albeit in 
a nuch better than expected enittance (normalized at 
the 90;: level) of 0.007 TT cm-mrad with a 2 mm diameter 
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Fig. 8. Schelnatic oE experimental apparatus used to 
produce and ,ne.wure polarization oE a sodium vnpour 
t.lrget dt TRIflEiF 
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Fig. 9. Nensured polarizatton of sodium target vs 
target thickness for optical puraping with -30 GHz and 
,-6 GHz bandwidth at 5odiun Dl lirle with and without a 
Viton wall liner 

extraction hole and a 4 mm diameter sodium cell colli- 
mator. By comparison, Mori at KEK measured a normal- 
ized emittance of 0.011 il cm-mrad after accelerating 
50% of the polarized H- beam to 750 keV.l’ This beam 
quality should be Jdequate Eor [most accelerators. The 
source brightuess exceeds that of other 
sources for iv. 

polarized 
4s is the case in the Lamb-shift 

source, the relatively Long neutral beam drift length, 
coupl.ed with the low beam energy spread readily allow 
beas bunching at the source. 

Experinents to measure and optimize the beam pol- 
arization are presently being set up. Initial measure- 
;nents comparing the H- produced by double charge ex- 
change in the sodium vapour with and without optical 
pumping confir~ued that the beam is indeed polarized and 
that the electronic polarization transferred to the Ho 
is not less than 80% efficient at 12 kG, provided the 
proper beam energy and spin direction are chosen. If 
deuterium rather than hydrogen is used, a maximum 33% 
tensor nuclear polarization can be expected Erom an 
electfon-spin polarized atomic beam. A scattering 
chamber has been set up to permit angular asymmetry 
measurements Eros the reaction 3H(d,n)4He at 50 keV in 
order to estimate the tensor polarization and hence the 
polarization transfer efficiency. 

Anderson’s scheme is not the only one being pur- 
sued. A variation of the scheme is under development 
Eor the Moscow xason Factory where a pulsed proton 
current of 200 pA with a 65+5% polarization has been 
achieved. Happer 0E Princeton proposes to use spin 
exchange collisions to make polarized 3. la In this 
scheme rubidium and hydrogen atoms are combined in a 
cell. The rubidium is electron-spin polarized by opti- 
cal pumping. The electronic polarization Fs trans- 
ferred by spin exchange to the hydrogen atoms. Frr- 
quest spin exchange collisions Lead to nuclear polari- 
zation. The power requirements, assuming 100% effi- 
ciency, are about 4 watts of optical power per ampere 
of protons. The group at Princeton has demonstrated 
the technique, in principle, by producing highly polar- 
ized lzgXe through spin exchsnge reactions with opti- 
caLLy pumped Rb. Kaplan et al of Berkeley in a separ- 
ate contribution to this conference propose to use a 
process they refer to as “collisional pumping” to make 



polarized II- beams in the ampere rauge. They calculate 
that success :ive spin-dependent charge-transfer colli- 
sions in an optically pumped thick target can be util- 
ized to produce highly nuclear-polarized 8- currents.ly 
The process requires a spin-polarized target thickness 
of order 101’ atoms/cm2, almost two orders of magnitude 
thicker than the existing optically pumped spin-aligned 
targets. 

Conclusion -- 

The future for intense polarized photon ion 
sources is indeed promising. There are several new 
groups actively building sources and new ideas are 
being pursued. After three decades of effort to reach 
the -10 VA range, polarized ion source builders are 
confident of being able to demonstrate -100 ti dc 8- 
currents in the near future. Corresponding p currents 
will likely be around the 1 mA dc level. Pulsed cur- 
rents should be at least a factor oL two higher. For 
the more distant future, schemes have been proposed 
which would lead to !? sources equalling today’s unpol- 
arized H- ion sources. Accelerator designers and 
builders should not preclude the acceleration of polar- 
ized beams in future machines on the basis of Fnade- 
quate polarized currents. 
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